August 18, 2020

ADDENDUM #2
DUE DATE EXTENSION AND CLARIFICATION

INFORMAL SOLICITATION FOR CONSTRUCTION WORK:
POLE BARN COMPOSTER COVER

Prospective Proposers are hereby notified of the following changes in the above referenced Invitation to Quote. These changes shall be incorporated in and shall become integrated into the solicitation documents.

1. **Question deadline:** Date has been extended to **5:00 pm, Friday, August 28, 2020.**

2. **Submission deadline:** The deadline for quote submission has been extended to **5:00pm, Friday, September 4, 2020.**

3. **Additional items that are posted with the Addendum include:**
   a. Photographs of the work site are posted at [https://facilities.uw.edu/projects/business-opportunities/solicitations](https://facilities.uw.edu/projects/business-opportunities/solicitations).
   b. Additional Scope of Work clarifications:
      - The existing site has a concrete slab in place. This will need to be removed as well as some additional leveling of the proposed site to accommodate the new slab. Proposers are asked to price this work (if capabilities exist) under **Alternate #1, price to include site clearing and preparation** (Item #2 under Scope of Work).
      - Add Alternate #4 for a finished gable with board and batt siding that extends one foot past the bottom of the beams supporting the roof, carrying around the entire structure
      - The height from finished floor (concrete) to underside of beam should be a minimum of 9’, allowing 8’ height clearance should the UW decide to finish the gable as noted above.
      - Preference is for an open structure with a metal, standing seam roof that is not excessively steep (4/12 or less), similar to other buildings at the FHL campus
Alternative proposed recommendations and solutions will be considered in order to provide best possible value and product to the UW

-End of Addendum-